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Abstract
Adescription of the dynamical response of uniformly trapped Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) to
oscillating external gravitational ﬁelds is developed, with the inclusion of damping. Twodifferent
effects that can lead to the creation of phonons in the BEC are identiﬁed; direct driving and parametric
driving. Additionally, the oscillating gravitational ﬁeld couples phononmodes, which can lead to the
transition of excitations betweenmodes. The special case of the gravitational ﬁeld of a small, oscillating
sphere located closely to the BEC is considered. It is shown thatmeasurement of the effectsmay be
possible for oscillating sourcemasses down to themilligram scale, with a signal to noise ratio of the
order of 10. To this end, noise terms and variations of experimental parameters are discussed and
generic experimental parameters are given for speciﬁc atom species. The results of this article suggest
the utility of BECs as sensors for the gravitational ﬁeld of very small oscillating objects whichmay help
pave theway towards gravity experiments withmasses in the quantum regime.
1. Introduction
Bose–Einstein condensate (BECs) are very small and extremely cold systems of a large number of atoms. These
properties are famously exploited for high precisionmeasurements of forces using atom interferometry [1–6].
Anothermethod that utilizes BECs as sensors for forces is tomeasure the forces’ effect on the collective
oscillations of the atoms in the BEC.One speciﬁc example is themeasurement of the thermal Casimir–Polder
force [7], whichwas theoretically proposed in [8]. Further theoretical proposals to use collective oscillations in
BECs and, in particular, their phononmodes for sensing purposes include, for example, gravitational wave
detectors [9–11] , sensors for the effect of spacetime curvature on entanglement [12] (for a review see [13]) and
magnetic ﬁeld and rotation sensors employing solitons formed by optical lattices [14].
In this article, we investigate the effect of an oscillating gravitational ﬁeld on the phononmodes of a BEC in a
uniform trapping potential for the particular case of the gravitational nearﬁeld of a small, oscillating gold or
tungsten sourcemass. In particular, we show that the effectmay be detectable for sourcemasses down to the
milligram scale considering state of the art experimental parameters. The abilities of experimentalists to cool and
control BECs of large numbers of atoms are advancing quickly and BECsmay become sensors for veryweak,
oscillating gravitational ﬁelds in the future. The particular situation of a small sourcemass could be used to
measure the gravitational ﬁeld of amacroscopic quantum system in a spatial superposition state. The
preparation of such a state is proposed in [15] and a proof of principle experiment for themeasurement of the
gravitational ﬁeld of a small, oscillatingmasswas proposed in [16], which is based on amacroscopic testmass
instead of a BEC. Furthermore, the experimental situation considered in this articlemay be useful to approach
the experimental realization of the proposal to use the phononmodes of a BEC to detect gravitational waves
presented in [9] and the proposal tomeasure gravitationally induced Josephson tunneling presented in [17].
While a relativistic framework is used in [9, 17], we consider only the effect of aNewtonian potential in this
article. However, in [18], it was shown that the effect of a gravitational wave on the detector proposed in [9] can
be completely described in theNewtonian limit. Additionally, aNewtonian potential can be derived from a
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spacetimemetric using the proper detector frame [19] in a similar way to the investigations in [20] for an optical
resonator in curved spacetime. Furthermore, the equations describing the BEC in this article can be derived
from the non-relativistic limit of the relativistic equations used for the derivations of the results in [9, 17].
Therefore, the results presented in this article can be used to describe themeasurement of gravitational effects
with BECs in a general relativistic context using the techniques employed in [20].
Besides the abovementioned ambitious beneﬁts of an experimental realization of the situation presented in
this article, such a realizationwould be theﬁrst investigation of the interaction of an oscillating gravitational ﬁeld
with the phononmodes of a BEC,whichmay be considered an achievement by itself.
We start our considerations by discussing our approximate description of the gravitational potential seen by
the BEC in section 2. In section 3, we introduce ourﬁrst description of the BEC in terms of the order parameter
andwe introduce the basic equations for perturbations of the order parameter which represent the phonon
modes. Then, we introduce dissipation in the phononmodes in section 4, andwe connect the amplitude of the
perturbation of the order parameter to the number of created phonons in section 5. In section 6, we investigate
the effect of resonant driving by the gravitational near ﬁeld of the sourcemass on the BEC. In section 7, the
quantumﬁeld theoretical description of phonons is introduced andwe derive the amplitudes for particle
creation due to the oscillating sphere. In section 8, we derive expressions for experimental parameters required
to achieve a given signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, we give a list of generic experimental parameters thatmay
allow a detection of the phonons created by the gravitational acceleration and the gravity gradient, respectively,
due to an oscillatingmassive sphere ofmassM for the two cases ofM=200 g andM=0.2 g. In section 9, we
conclude and discuss the possibility to use phonons in a BEC to detect oscillating gravitational ﬁelds and the
inﬂuence of seismic andNewtonian noise on the noise background.
2. The gravitationalﬁeld of an oscillating sphere
Weassume that the BEC is of length L in the oscillation direction of the sphere (see ﬁgure 1) and the trap
potential is a uniformbox, aswas realized in experiments such as the one described in [21]. Furthermore, we
assume that the BEC ismuch smaller than the sourcemass, so that we can restrict our considerations to one
spatial dimension. Let us denote the distance from the center of the trap potential in the direction of themassive
sphere as x and letR(t) be the distance between the center of the trap potential and the center of the sphere. For
small L, theNewtonian potential of themoving sphere can be approximated, for all positions x inside the trap
potential, as
F » F - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Gt x t a t x t x,
2
, 10
2
where F = - =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t MG R t a t MG R t,0 2 and =( ) ( )G t MG R t2 3 are, respectively, the value of the
gravitational potential at the center of the box trap potential, the gravitational acceleration due to the sphere
evaluated at the center of the trap potential3 and itsﬁrst derivative in the x-direction, the gravity gradient. By
comparing the second and third term in equation (1) in the range of the BEC,weﬁnd that the second term is
always larger than the third termby a factor ( )R t L2 . Therefore, ( )G t becomes signiﬁcant only for distances
from the center of the sphere that are a few orders larger than the extension of the BEC trapping potential.When
we investigate the perturbations of the BEC induced by theNewtonian potential (1), wewillﬁnd that the gravity
gradient leads to a very different signature than the acceleration. This is because the second term in equation (1)
is linear in x, while the third term is quadratic in x.
Let us assume that the sourcemassmoves sinusoidally about aﬁxed position so that
d j= + W +( ) ( )R t R tsinR0 . If we assume thatR0?δR, we can expand a(t) and ( )G t in δR. In the following,
wewill assume that δR/R0 is small enough to stop the expansion after the linear order in δR.Weﬁnd
Figure 1.The BEC is placed in front of a smallmassive sphere that oscillates at a lever with frequencyΩ/2π. The gravitational ﬁeld of
the sphere induces oscillations of the density of the BEC.
3
Note that the sourcemass is placed in the positive x-direction from the BEC,which leads to an acceleration in the positive x-direction.
2
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In an experiment itmay be possible tomove themass such that the acceleration or the gravity gradient become
exactly sinusoidally time-dependent. Hence, the assumption of small values of δR/R0 is a restriction thatmay be
lifted by a different ansatz andmore detailed calculations.
For m=L 200 m and δR=2 mm, aminimal distance between the end of the box potential and the surface
of the sourcemassRmin=1 mmand a 200 g tungsten or gold sphere, we have
R0=r+Rmin+L/2+δR≈17 mm,where r≈14 mm is the radius of the sphere.Weﬁnd that the
amplitudes of the terms proportional to jW +( )tsin in (2) are
d d~ ´ ~ ´W - - W - -≔ ≔ ( )Ga MG
R
MG2
2 10 m s and
6
R
2 10 s . 3R R
0
3
8 2
0
4
6 2
In the next section, wewill introduce the description of the BEC and showhow to derive the effect of the
oscillating terms in the gravitational potential.
3. BECmeanﬁeld perturbations
Oneway to describe a BEC and the perturbations induced by an external potential is in terms of the order
parameterψ governed by theGP equation and perturbations governed by the Bogoliubov–DeGennes (BDG)
equations derived from theGP equation. A second option is amicroscopic description in terms of the atom ﬁeld
which is split into the condensate fraction and a phonon ﬁeld. The condensate fraction is again described by the
GP equation. The phononﬁeld evolution can be given by an interactionHamiltonian and amode
decompositionwithmodes governed by the BDGequations. In sections 3–5, we follow theﬁrst option. The
second option is followed in section 7. Both approaches are only valid for BECs at low temperature. In particular,
we need mk TB , whereμ is the chemical potential of the condensate,T its temperature (see section 8 for
explicit values of these parameters) and kB the Boltzmann constant. For mk TB , only a small part of the atoms
is not in the ground state and its back action on the order parameter can be neglected for the purposes of this
article4. In this article, we include effects ofﬁnite temperature by using an effective description in terms of
dissipation in the time evolution of phonons in section 4. Furthermore, we consider effects of evaporating atoms
in section 8.
Since the gravitational potential (1) only depends on x, we only considermodulations of the order parameter
in the x-direction and use an effectively one-dimensional description. Then, theGP equation is given as [23]
  y l y y¶ = - ¶ + +⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥∣ ∣ ( )m V mi 2 2 , 4t x
2
2
2
2
wherem is themass of the BEC atoms,λ=8π ascatt describes the interaction between the atoms, ascatt is the
scattering length andV=Vtrap+mΦ is the external potential consisting of the trap potentialVtrap and the
Newtonian potential (1). To gain some intuition for themeaning ofψ, we can use theMadelung representation
of the order parameter y r= qei , where ρ can be identiﬁed as the atomnumber density of the condensate and
ρÿ∂xθ/m gives the probability current in the x-direction (see equation (5.10) of [23]), which can be interpreted
as the spatial ﬂowof atoms, while∂tθ is proportional to the chemical potentialμ of the condensate in the case of a
stationary solution.
The effect of the gravitational potential of the sourcemass can be expected to be small. Therefore, it will lead
to small perturbations of the atomic cloud. The equations that govern these perturbations can be derived from
theGP equation [23, 24]. To this end, we set y r dy= +q f+ ( )e 10 i i0 0 , wherewe assume that r qe0 i 0 is a
solution of theGP equation (4) for the case where the gravitational potential vanishes and the density is
stationary∂tρ0=0. The complex function δψ is a space and time-dependent perturbation that corresponds to
phonons andf0 is a spatially constant, time-dependent function that captures the perturbation of the ground
state energy.We rewrite theGP equation (4) for the unperturbed solution r qe0 i 0 as the pair of coupled partial
differential equations
4
The effect of the thermal cloud of atoms can be taken into account by a generalizedGP equation using the Popov approximation. Formore
details, see for example [22] and section 13 of [23]. In particular, the back action of the thermal cloud leads to a stationary deformation of the
order parameter, whichwould result in a perturbation of the number of created phonons. Since the number of atoms in the thermal cloud is
very small in comparison to the number of atoms in the condensate fraction, the effect will be only a small change of the number of created
phononswhichwewill neglect.
3
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where the prime and the dot denote the derivative in the x-direction and the time derivative, respectively.
We consider a uniformbox potential with inﬁnite potential walls, which implies the boundary condition
r = 00 at the potential walls.We assume that the length of the condensate L ismuch larger then its healing
length z lr= 1 0 . Then, the density of the BEC can be assumed to be constant everywhere except for a small
region close to the potential walls [21, 23, 25].We can assume that ρ0 is constant over thewhole length of the
uniform trap by additionally restricting our considerations to perturbations δψwithwavelengthmuch larger
than the healing length. In particular, thismeans thatwe do not consider quasi-particles that behave like free
particles.
Inside the box potential, it follows from (5) and r¢ = 00 that q = 00 . At the boundary ρ0 vanishes, r¢0
becomes singular and q¢0 has to vanish for the second equation in (5) to be fulﬁlled. Since q = 00 inside the box
potential, it follows that q¢0 vanishes everywhere.We setVtrap=0 for the region between the potential walls and
we obtain the only remaining equation
 
q m= - = -˙ ( )m c , 60 02
whereμ is the chemical potential of the BEC and c0, the speed of sound in the BEC, is deﬁned as
 lr z=≔ ( )c m m2 2 . 70
2
2 0
Inserting the expansion y r dy= +q f+ ( )e 10 i i0 0 into equation (4), and using equation (6) and all the
properties of r0 and θ0 discussed above, we obtain the time-dependent BDG equations inﬁrst order in the
perturbation δψ and its complex conjugate5
*
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
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wherewe deﬁned d dm= F -( )V m and dm f-≔ ˙ 0. Similar to the expansion ofψ, we can give an expansion
of density and phase as r r a= +( )10 and θ=θ0+f0+f. Via the equation y r= qei , we can
identify δψ and its complex conjugatewith perturbations of density and phase as *a dy dy= +( ) 2 and
*f dy dy= - +( )i 2. From equations (8) and (9), we obtain

 f d a z a
r
r a a+ + + -
¢ ¢ +  =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˙ ( ) ( )V
m m
1
2
0, 10
2
0
0

a d f rr f f- +
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V
m2
0. 110
0
In section 2, we found that the gravitational potential can be split into a stationary term and oscillating terms
Here, we are only interested in the oscillating termswhich lead to oscillating perturbationsα andf. The
stationary term leads to a stationary perturbationαc andfc, which slightly changes the evolution equations forα
andf. This leads to effects of higher order in the gravitational potential. In appendix A,αc andfc are derived and
evaluated for appropriate experimental parameters. In the following, theywill be neglected andwewill consider
d d dm= F -( )V m , where d jF = F + + W +W W( ) ( )G /a x x t2 sin0, 2 and dF =W MG RR0, 02.
Theﬁrst part of the last term in equations (10) and (11) vanishes inside the trap and becomes singular at the
potential walls. Therefore, these terms can be neglected inside the trap and lead to the vonNeumann boundary
conditions a f¢ = = ¢0 at the potential walls.We take the boundary conditions into account by using amode
decomposition
 
å åf j a j= =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g t x f t xand , 12
n
n n
n
n n
1 1
wherej = +( ) ( ( ))x k x Lcos 2n n and kn=nπ/L. Note that the total number of atoms in the condensate given
by  ò r a+-≔ ( )N xd 1L
L
2
2
0
2 is a constant inﬁrst order in the perturbation, where is the cross sectional
area of the BEC in the y–z-plane.
5
Note, if we setΦ=0 and consider only points inside the trap, these equations lead to the time-independent BDGequations for
*dy = -m w w- -( )u ve e et ti i i that can be found in [24] and other standard books.
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Projecting equations (10) and (11) on themodejn(x) as òj a j a= -( ) x, dn L
L
n2
2
, weﬁnd for each n the
equations

 ò d a j z+ + + + =-˙ ( ) ( )g L x V m f m k f2 d 1 2 0, 13n L
L
n n n n
2
2
2
2

ò d f j- - =-˙ ( )f L x V mk g2 d 2 0, 14n L
L
n n n
2
2
2
Asmentioned above, we only consider perturbations withwavelengthsmuch larger than the healing length,
which can be expressed as knζ=1. Therefore, the last term in equation (13) ismuch smaller that the second to
last term and can be neglected. Then, bymultiplying equation (13) by dV˙ , we obtain that d z d= -˙ ˙ ˙Vf m Vgn n2
inﬁrst order in the potential perturbation. Taking this into account, taking the ﬁrst time derivative of
equation (13) and using equation (14) to replace f˙n, we obtain for each n
 ò òå z d d z j j w d j+ - + + = -- -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
˙
˙
˙
( )g
L
x
m V
g
V
m
g g
L
x
V
¨
2
d
2
d , 15n
L
L
l
l l l n n n
L
L
n
2
2 2
2 2
2
2
2
wherewe approximated z- »( )k g g1 l l l2 2 becausewe assumed klζ= 1, andwherewe deﬁnedωn=c0kn. This
is a set of coupled, driven harmonic oscillators, which for vanishing driving, evolve with frequencyωn. Let us
assume that the frequency of the external drivingΩ is of the same order asωn such that d w d~∣ ˙ ∣ ∣ ∣V Vn . Then, we
obtain that the absolute value of theﬁrst term in the integral in equation (15) is proportional to
w w z d d=- -∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣m Vg k k m Vg2n l l n l l2 2 1 , while the second term is proportional to z d-( )m Vgl2 1 . In this article, we
will only consider situations inwhich just onemode l contributes to the evolution of themode n via the coupling
term in the integral in equation (15)6. Then, since knζ= 1 and klζ= 1, the second term in the integral in
equation (15)will dominate signiﬁcantly andwe can neglect theﬁrst term. Finally, weﬁnd a set of ordinary,
coupled linear differential equations for the amplitudes gn that are driven by the gravitational ﬁeld
åw+ + = +
¹
( ) ( )g S g D T g¨ 1 , 16n n n n n
l n
nl l
2
where
 ò ò òd j w z d j z d j j- -- - -≔ ˙ ≔ ≔D L x V S m L x V T m L x V2 d , 2 d and 2 d .n L
L
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n L
L
n nl
L
L
n l
2
2
2 2 2
2
2
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2
Equation (16) is the evolution equation for a driven harmonic oscillatorwith three different drivingmechanisms;
there is direct driving throughDn, the driving due to other excitedmodes throughTnl and parametric driving
through Sn. Finally, we have to specify dm f= - ˙ 0. For that purpose, we project equation (10) on the constant
function representing the density distribution of the ground state. It follows that
 òdm f d= - = F-˙ m x LdL
L
0 2
2
, which is the spatial average of theNewtonian potential. Then, we obtain for
the drivingmoments, the parametric frequencymodulation and themode coupling coefﬁcients
 p j p j
z p j
= - - - + - W W + = W +
= - - - + - +- W + ¹
W W W
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respectively.We see the different signatures of the acceleration and the gravity gradient in the perturbation of the
BEC.Via the direct drivingDn, the gravity gradient couples to the symmetricmodeswhile the acceleration
couples to the anti-symmetricmodes in the range of validity of our approximations. Similarly, acceleration
couplesmodes of different parity and the gravity gradient couplesmodes of the same parity. Parametric driving
Sn affects allmodes, but it is only due to the gravity gradient.
To obtain the full evolution of the phononmodes in the BEC,we have to include all signiﬁcant damping
effects. This is the content of the next section.
4.Damping
Aphenomenological way to describe damping on the level of theGP equationwas introduced in [26] and
discussed further in [27].We discuss this approach in appendix B. It is equivalent to adding a damping term g g˙n n
to the left-hand side of the harmonic oscillator equation (16), which leads to
6
The inevitable contribution of allmodes via thermal excitations is taken into account via the damping termdiscussed in section 4.
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åg w+ + + = +
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In the following, wewill discuss the twomost importantmechanisms of damping and their contribution to the
damping constant γn. There is a great deal of literature about damping of phononmodes in uniformBECswith
periodic boundary conditions. In appendixD,we show that damping of phononmodes in a box potential with
vonNeumann boundary conditions can be described approximately using the expressions for damping in a
uniformBECwith periodic boundary conditions.Wewill only discuss these expressions in the following.
For BECs at temperaturesT such that kBT?ÿωn, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, onemechanismof
damping is Landau damping, inwhich energy from the perturbations of themeanﬁeld is absorbed by the
thermal bath of excitations. Landau damping in BECswas initially discussed in [28–30]. An expression for the
damping constant γn in a uniformBEC for general temperatures was derived in [31, 32] and it is given as
 òg lwp= - - -
¥ - - ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
mc
x
u u2
d e e 1
1
2
1
2
, 19n
n x xLa 0
0
2
2
2
where m= + ( )u k T x1 4 B 2 2 . For temperatures such that kBT?μ , we obtain the expression

g l w= ( )k T
c
3
64
, 20n
B nLa
0
which delivers values that are in agreement with experiments like [33] (see for example [34] for a discussion). For
temperatures such that mk TB the Landau damping rate becomes

g p wr=
( ) ( )k T
m c
3
40
. 21n
B nLa
3 4
0
3
0
5
Note that (20) is linear in the temperature, while (21) is proportional to its fourth power, whichmeans that the
Landau damping can be lowered signiﬁcantly by lowering the temperature further once the low temperature
regime is reached. For the experimental parameters that wewill consider in section 8we have mk TB and
Landau damping is described by equation (21).
Another contribution to the damping rate that becomesmost signiﬁcant for low temperatures arises
throughBeliaev damping. Themicroscopic origin of Beliaev damping is the decay of a single phonon into two
phonons of lower energy. The corresponding damping constant is given as [32]
òg g= + --
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
( ) ( )x x x1 60 d 1
e 1
, 22n n
Be Be,0
0
1 2 2
xc kn
kBT
where
g p r= ( )
k
m
3
640
23n
nBe,0
5
0
is the Beliaev damping constant at zero temperature, andwe assumed that the quotient of the atomdensity of the
BEC and total atomdensity including the thermal cloud is close to one, which restricts our considerations to
temperaturesmuch smaller than the critical temperature of the BEC [22]. Note that (23) is proportional to the
ﬁfth power of thewave number while the Landau damping constant is linear in thewave number. Thismeans
that Beliaev damping becomes dominant for higherwave numbers. Since Beliaev damping remains even for zero
temperature, we can conclude that the value of thewave number at which Beliaev damping becomes dominant is
lower for lower temperatures.
The thirdmechanismof damping that has to be taken into account is damping due to atomic losses [35]; the
atom–atom interactions and thermal ﬂuctuations of the Bose gas lead to the evaporation of atoms from the
condensate. The atom loss leads to damping and ﬂuctuations of the phononmodes. In [35], it was shown that
the numerical value of the corresponding damping rate γloss is approximately the same as the evaporation rate of
the condensate independently of themode number. In general, the total damping rate can bewritten as
g g g g= + + ( ). 24n n nLa Be loss
In the next section, wewill discuss the number of phonons that correspond to the amplitude gn.
5. Average number of phonons in themeanﬁeld perturbations
The picture of perturbations of the order parameterψhides the true nature of the perturbations as phonons.
However, the amplitude gn of the phase perturbation corresponds to a certain number of phonons N¯n,c that we
can obtain by deriving the amplitude of the phase perturbation corresponding to a single phonon.
For this purpose, we consider the energy of free ﬂuctuations of the BECdensity and phasewithout driving,
which is given as
6
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  òa f r z a ff aaD = -  - - -[ ] ( ) ( )m x, 2 d 2 , 25L
L2
2
2
0
2 2
wherewe used equation (5.76) of [23], the replacement J r a f= +( )i0 and the equations ofmotion (10) and
(11) for δV=0 and considering the vonNeumann boundary conditions to be fulﬁlled. For themodes deﬁned in
equation (12), we obtain the energy

 zD = +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )
k N
m k
f t g t
4
2
, 26n
n a
n
n n
2 2
2 2
2 2
where r r= =N V L0 0 is the number of atoms in the BEC andwe neglected the contribution of the third term
in equation (25), since ζkn=1.Without driving, equation (10) leads to z= - ˙f m gn n2 . Furthermore, a
solution of the equations ofmotion (16)without drivingwill be w j= +( ) ¯ ( )g t g tsinn n n n for some phasejn.
The same result is found for the steady state solutions on resonance later in equation (31). Therefore, using the
linear dispersionωn=c0kn, weﬁnd

D = ¯ ( )k N
m
g
4
. 27n
n a
n
2 2
2
The energy of a single phonon ofmode n is given asÿωn andwe obtain the amplitude corresponding to a single
phonon as z= ( ( ))g k N2 2n n a,ph 1 2. Additionally, weﬁnd for the average number of phonons in the coherent
state created by the gravitational ﬁeld of themovingmass
pz=¯ ¯ ( )N n N
L
g
2 2
. 28n
a
n,c
2
In section 6, wewill derive the amplitude of the dynamicalmodes of density perturbations induced by the
movingmass and use equation (28) to extract the number of created phonons from the amplitude g¯n. From
equation (28), we can alsoﬁnd a condition on themaximal number of phonons in amode forwhich our
approach of considering δψ as a small perturbation is still suitable.Weﬁnd that gn,010−1 leads
to  pz-¯ ( )N n N L10 2 2n a,c 2 .
6. Phonon creation for resonant driving
In sections 3 and 4, we derived the linearized differential equations for the evolution of the BECunder the
gravitational inﬂuence of amoving sourcemass. In this section, wewill derive the effect of the sinusoidal driving
by solving equation (18) for particular cases.
6.1.Direct driving
Theﬁrst case that wewant to consider is the case of direct driving, when the initial excitation of allmodes can be
considered to be zero. Then, equation (18) reduces to
g w j+ + = W +˙ ( ˜ ) ( )g g g F t¨ sin , 29n n n n n n2
wherej j p= +˜ 2 and
p= - - - + -
WW W⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( )
G
F
a
L
L m
n
1 1 1 1
2
2
. 30n n n
2
2 2
The steady state solution on resonance for this driven and damped harmonic oscillator is
g w w j j= + +wW» ( ) ( ˜ ) ( )g t
F
tsin , 31n
n
n n
nst, , 0n
wherej0=π/2 if Ω is larger thanωn andj0=−π/2 for Ω smaller thanωn.We see that the steady state
amplitude is Fnωn/γn. From the solution (31), we see that there is a phase shift between the driving and the
motion of the BECofπ/2 on resonance.
Instead, if we consider timesmuch shorter than the inverse damping rate, the solution is the undamped
solution
w j j w w j w= - W W + - +
W
g =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ˜ ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )g t
F
t t tsin sin cos cos sin 32n
n
n
n
n
n, 0 2 2n
which, for resonance becomes
w w w j w j= - + -( ) ( ( ˜ ) ( ) ( ˜ )) ( )g t
F
t t t
2
cos sin cos . 33n
n
n
n n n2
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Hence, the amplitude grows linearly in time for g-t n 1. Togetherwith equations (33) and (28) gives the
number of coherent phonons created by the oscillating gravitational ﬁeld of themassive sphere on resonance for
timesmuch shorter than the inverse damping rate of themode under consideration as

z
p»
- - + + -g W W- ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟
¯ ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )GN t m N L t
n
a
L
2 1 1
2
1 1
2 2
. 34n t
a
n n
,c,
2 3 2
2 3
2 2
n
1
From the values for acceleration and gravity gradient in equations (3) and (34), we see thatmuch less phonons
are created due to the oscillating gravity gradient than through the oscillating accelerationwhen only the direct
driving termDn is considered.
6.2.Mode coupling
Of course, in general, the solutions (33) and (31) are only reliable if the inter-mode coupling can be neglected.
From the expression forTnl in (17), we see that the driving termdue to a coherent excitation ofmode l is of the
same order as the direct driving termDn if
pz pz~ -+ ~
-
+
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟¯ ¯ ≔
( )
( )
¯ ¯ ≔ ( )
( )
( )g g
L
l n
n l n
N N N
L
l n
n l n2
or
2 2
. 35l l l l a
lim,n
2 2 2
2 2
lim,n
3 2 2 4
2 2 2
If the inter-mode coupling cannot be neglected, either phonon pairs are created inmodes n and l, or phonons in
an excitedmodewill be shifted into amode of higher energy. This can be seen by considering gl to oscillate with
frequencyωl as w j= +¯ ( )g g tsinl l l l . Neglecting parametric driving and direct driving, we ﬁnd the differential
equation
g w j w j+ + = W + +˙ ( ) ( ) ( )g g g G t t¨ 2 sin sin , 36n n n n n ln l l2
where
z p= - - - + -
+
-
+ W + W⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
¯ ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( )
( )
( )GG g a
L
L l n
l n2
1 1 1 1
2
2
. 37ln
l l n l n
2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
The right-hand side of equation (36) can be rewritten as
j w j w j j w j jW + + = W - + - - W + + +( ) ( ) [ (( ) ) (( ) )] ( )G t t G t t2 sin sin cos cos . 38ln l l ln l l l l
Therefore, resonant driving ofmode n is achieved ifΩ=ωl+ωn or w wW = -∣ ∣n l , which correspond to the
creation of phonon pairs and the shift of phonons betweenmodes, respectively. These processes will appear as
multi-mode squeezing andmodemixing, respectively, in section 7. Assuming initial excitation ofmode n as
w j= +( ) ( )g t g tsinn n n,0 0 , shorter times than the inverse damping constant and neglecting the back action on
mode l, we ﬁnd analogously to equation (33) on resonance
w j w w w j w j= + - + -( ) ( ) ( ( ˜ ) ( ) ( ˜ )) ( )g t g t
G
t t tsin
2
cos sin cos , 39n n n
ln
n
n n l n l,0 0 2
wherej j j p= - +˜ 2l l forΩ=ωn+ωlandj j j p= + -˜ 2l l forΩ=ωn−ωl andj j j p= - + +˜ 2l l forΩ=ωl−ωn.We see that, depending on the phase relation between driving and
initial excitation of themode l, the amplitude of the oscillationwill increase from the start or it will decrease ﬁrst
and increase later.Hence, for an appropriately chosen phase relation, themode couplingmay be associatedwith
a damping process. For values of N¯ 1nlim,l , such damping processesmay be stronger than the direct driving
Dn. In this situation, itmay bemore efﬁcient when initial phonons are prepared in a certainmode and the
gravitational ﬁeld ismeasured through the induced loss of phonons from thatmode. This possibility will be
discussed inmore detail in sections 7 and 8.We have to keep inmind that we neglected the back action onmode
l, and therefore, equation (39) can only hold for short time scales.
For initially vanishing excitation, gn,0=0, andj p=˜ 2l , we ﬁnd for the number of created phonons in the
meanﬁeld
z p=
+
-
- - + + -g
+ W + W- ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟
¯ ¯ ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )GN N mt L l n
nl l n
a
L
2 1 1
2
1 1
2 2
, 40n t l
l n l n
,c, ,c,0
3 2 2
2 2 2 3
2 2 2
n
1
where pz=¯ ¯ ( )N l N g L2 2l a l,c,0 ,02 is the number of initial phonons inmode l that contribute to themeanﬁeld.
6.3. Parametric driving
As the third process of interest in this system, let us investigate the effect of the parametric driving term
j= W +¯ ( )S S tsinn n . For a classical system the parametric driving can only lead to an excitation of the system
when the system is already excited. If we neglect all other processes and damping, start from an initial excitation
that oscillates as w j= +( ) ¯ ( )g t g tcosn n n,0 for t<0 and consider parametric resonanceΩ=2ωn, the
amplitude after a time t is found as
8
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
w
p z» =
W⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟¯ ( ) ¯
¯
¯ ( )Gg t g S t g m L t
n
exp
4
exp
8 2
, 41n n
n n
n,0 ,0
3
3 3
where g0 is the initial amplitude.With equation (28), this leads to the expression for the average number of
created phonons

d pz p z= - » -g
W-
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎞
⎠⎟
¯ ( ) ( ¯ ( ) ( ¯ ) ) ¯ ( )GN t n N
L
g t g N
m L t
n2 2
exp
4 2
1 , 42n t
a
n n n,c,
2
,0
2
,0
3
3 3n
1
where N¯n,0 is the initial number of phonons inmode n that contribute to the variation of themeanﬁeld.
In the next section, wewill describe the phonons in the BEC as a quantumﬁeld andwewill investigate the
inter-mode coupling and the parametric driving in detail.Wewill recover equation (34) as the number of
created coherent phonons, equation (40) frommodemixing and equation (41) from single-mode squeezing of a
coherent initial state.
7.Quantumﬁeld description
For a description of the perturbations of the BEC as phonons, we start from a time-dependent external
potential7 d d =  + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )V x t V x V x V x t, ,trap 0 , where d d= W( ) ¯ ( )V x t V x t, sin and
d = F + +W W( )G /V m a x x 20, 2 . The external potential enters theHamiltonian of the BEC as ò Y Yˆ ˆ†x Vd 3 such
that the full Hamiltonian is given by (see [23] for the freeHamiltonian)

 ò ò= Y -  + Y + Y Y YY
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )
† † †
H x
m
V
g
xd
2 2
d , 433
2
2 3
where  l= ( )g m22 and  is the volume of the box potential.We neglect the contribution of the stationary
part δV0 as in section 3, consider the box trap potentialVtrap and the expansion
8
 òJY  = Y  +  m dm- - ¢ ¢ˆ ( ) ( ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )) ( )( )x t x x t, , e 44t t t0 i i d
t
0
in theHeisenberg picture, where y yY = = -ˆ ˆ ¯ ¯ ( )a L,0 0 0 0 1 2 and òdm d= - x V LdL
L
2
2
is the time-dependent
energy shift of the ground state. Furthermore, we apply the Bogoliubov approximation, which replaces
aˆ Na0 , throughout the interaction process. Then, we obtain the grand canonical interactionHamiltonian
(see appendix Cfor the detailed derivation)
 ò òr d dm J J J d dm J= - + + -ˆ ( )( ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )† †H x V x Vd d . 45int 0 3 3
Theﬁeld operator is expanded as
åJ = +w w-ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( )†u b v be e , 46
n
n n
t
n n
ti in n
where d=[ ]†b b,n m nm. The realmode functions fulﬁll the stationary BDG equations
w z z= - + +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )u m u v2
1 1
, 47n n n n2 2 2
w z z- = - + +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )v m v u2
1 1
, 48n n n n2 2 2
fulﬁll vonNeumann boundary conditions at the potential walls (due to the vanishing density ρ0) and are
normalizedwith respect to the inner product
ò d- =( ) ( )x u u v vd . 49n m n m3 nm
In the following, we restrict our considerations tomodes with vanishing transversal wave numbers, i.e. we only
consider the x-direction.With these considerations, we obtain the set of solutions of the BDGequations
a j b j= = ( )u vand 50n n n n n n
inside the box potential, where a z= +- -(( ) ) ( )k L2 1n n 1 1 2 1 2 and b z= - -- -(( ) ) ( )k L2 1n n 1 1 2 1 2.
Furthermorej = +( ( ))k x Lcos 2n n and kn=πn/Lwere already deﬁned before in section 3. This leads to
ωn=c0kn for knζ=1. Assuming that d d dm dm= W = W( ) ¯ ( ) ¯V x t V x t t, sin , sin and the rotatingwave
7
For other approaches to the description of BECs in time-dependent potentials see for example [36–40].
8
Herewe are using the absolute perturbation Jˆ in contrast to the description in section 3.
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approximation, the interactionHamiltonian can bewritten in the interaction picture as
å å
å
= - + -
- - + -
d w w w w w w
w w w w w w w w
- -W -W - + -W + -W
>
- -W - - -W - -W - - -W
ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ )
( ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ))
( )
( ) † ( ) ( ) † † ( )
† ( ) † ( ) † ( ) † ( )
H M b b M b b b b
A b b b b B b b b b
e e e e
e e e e ,
51
V
n
n n
t
n
t
l n
ln l n
t
l n
t
l n
ln l n
t
n l
t
ln l n
t
n l
t
int 0
i i
,
i i
i i i i
n n n l n l
l n l n l n l n
where the transition amplitudes are given as
 ò òd dm d dm= - - + = - -- -( ¯ ¯ )( ) ( ¯ ¯ ) ( )M NL x V u v M x V u vi2 d , i2 d , 52n a L
L
n n ln
L
L
l n0
2
2
2
2
 ò òd dm d dm= - - = - -- -( ¯ ¯ ) ( ¯ ¯ ) ( )A x V u u B x V v vi2 d and i2 d , 53ln L
L
l n ln
L
L
l n
2
2
2
2
which for d = F + +W W( )G /V m a x x 20, 2 become
z
p» - - - + -
W W⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( )
G
M mL
N
n
a
L
i
2
1 1 1 1
2
, 54n
a n n
0
3 2
3
p z» - » - » -
+
- - - - + - ¹
+ W + W⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
( )
( )
( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
( )
G
M A B m
L l n
nl l n
a
L
l ni
2 2
1 1 1 1
2
for ,
55
ln ln ln
l n l n
3 2 2
2 2 2 3
p z» - » - »
W ( )GM A B m L
n
i
16 2
, 56nn nn nn
3
3 3
since knζ= 1. It is interesting to note that the absolute values of all transition amplitudes aremonotonously
decreasingwith increasing n and l forﬁxed n−l. Themaximumof ∣ ∣M n0 is reached for n=1 if ¹Wa 0 and for
n=2 if aΩ=0. Themaximumof = =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣M A Bln ln ln is reached for n=1 and l=2 if ¹Wa 0 and for n=1
and l=3 if aΩ=0. Themaximumof = =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣M A Bnn nn nn is reached for n=1.
In the following, wewill only consider processes on resonance; thismeans that nΩ≔ LΩ/(πc0) is an integer.
Then, weﬁnd for the time evolution
å å
a= - - - + - -
- - - + - Q -
d
<
- - -
>
- - -
W W W W
W W
W W
W
W
W W W
W
W
W W W
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
ˆ ( ) ( )( ˆ ˆ ) ( ) ( ) ( ˆ ˆ )
( ) ( )( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( ) ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )
† †
† † † †
U t b b
r t
b b
r t b b b b b b b b
exp 1
1 1
2 2
1 1 , 57
V n
n n n
n
n
n n
l n
n
l n l l n l l n l
l n
n
l l n l l n l n l
int,res
2
2
2
2
2
2
, ,
where
   a = = = Q =( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )t M t r t M t r t M t t A t, 2 , 2 and 2 . 58n n n nn l n ln l n ln0 , ,
Note that the second term in equation (57) only exists if nΩ is even. In the following, wewill discuss all the
different terms in equation (57), explain theirmeaning, investigate their effect on the phononnumber and
compare the results to those of section 3.
7.1. Coherent displacement
Theﬁrst term in the exponent of the time evolution operator in equation (57)would create a coherent state when
the other terms are neglected. This coherent state leads to non-vanishing expectation values of the quadratures
J J+( ˆ ˆ )† 2 and J J- -( ˆ ˆ )†i 2, which can be identiﬁedwith r a0 and r f0 , respectively. Therefore, the ﬁrst
term in equation (57) can be identiﬁedwith the direct drivingDn. Taking only this term into account, the average
number of phonons is given as a =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣M tn n2 0 2 andwe recover the result in equation (34).
7.2. Single-mode squeezing
The second term in the exponent of the time evolution operator in equation (57) corresponds to single-mode
squeezing.When the system is parametrically driven on resonanceΩ=2ωn and the other processes are
neglected, we obtain for the time evolution of the ladder operators under the inﬂuence of single-mode squeezing
=ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( ( ))†b t S r t b S r tn n n n n n , where the squeeze operator Sn(rn(t)) is deﬁned as
*x x x= - -( ) ( ( ˆ ˆ ) ) ( )†S b bexp 2 59n n n2 2
(see sections 16.1 and 2.7 of [41]). If the system starts in the vacuum, a squeezed state is createdwith squeezing
parameter rn(t) and a number of squeezed phonons =N rsinhn s n, 2 . This is the dynamical Casimir effect in Bose–
Einstein condensates [42]. If we assume a general initial displaced squeezed state a x a xñ = ñ∣ ( ) ( )∣D S, 0n n n n n n,0 ,0 ,
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where *a a a= -( ) ( ˆ ˆ )†D b bexpn n n n n n is the displacement operator, weﬁnd for the average number of phonons
*a a= + + -q¯ ∣ ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))∣ ∣ ( ( )) ( ( ))∣ ( )N r r t r r t r t r tcosh sinh e sinh cosh cosh sinh , 60n n n n n n n,0 i ,0 2 2n,0
where x = qr en n,0 ,0 i n,0. For the particular case where the system starts in a coherent state ofmode a ñ( )∣n D, 0n
with parameterαn, a displaced squeezed state b ñ( ) ( )∣D S t 0n n is created, where *b a a= -r rcosh sinhn n n n n.
The total number of phonons in the displaced squeezed state is
*b b a a= + = -¯ ( ( )) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ( )) ( ( ))∣ ( )N r t r t r tsinh where cosh sinh . 61n n n n n n2 2 2 2
However, only b∣ ∣n 2 phonons contribute to themeanﬁeld, i.e. to the quadraturesα andf. For *a a= -n n, we
ﬁnd that b a=∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ en n r2 2 2 n andwe recover equation (41) for parametric driving. For *a a=n n, we obtainb a= -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ en n r2 2 2 n, andweﬁnd that the squeeze operation pumps phonons out of themeanﬁeld. If the system
starts from a squeezed vacuum state with squeezing parameter rn,0 and θn,0=0, a new squeezed state is created
with an average number of squeezed phonons = +¯ ( )N r rsinhn n n,s 2 ,0 .
Note that for rn= 1 and an initial coherent state, weﬁnd
d b a a= - »  = ¯ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ¯ ( )N r N r2 2 62n n n n n n n,c 2 2 2 ,c,0
for *a a= n n. Similarly, for the case of an initial squeezed state and for rn= 1 and a number of initial phonons= ¯ ( )N rsinh 1n n,s,0 2 ,0 , weﬁnd that d = - »¯ ¯ ¯ ¯N N N N r2n n n n n,s ,s ,s,0 ,s,0 . Hence, for a highly excited initial state, a
small amplitudeMnn still can lead to ameasurable change in the average number of phonons. Such initial
phononsmay be created by applying an external electromagnetic linear or harmonic potential to the BEC
superimposedwith the trap potential by the samemechanisms thatwe consider here for themeasurement
process.
7.3.Multi-mode squeezing
Additionally to onemode squeezing, weﬁndmulti-mode squeezingwith the third term in the exponent of the
time evolution operator in equation (57). In particular, this process can be induced by acceleration and the
gravity gradient, while acceleration only creates phonon pairs inmodeswith different parity, the gravity gradient
creates phonons inmodeswith the same parity. For smallmode numbers n and l and n+l even, the amplitude
Mnlwill be of the same order asMnn. However, the quotient of the amplitudeMnl/Mnn increases with increasing
mode numbers l and nwhen n−l is kept constant. Therefore, to generate phononswith higher frequencies,
multi-mode squeezingwill bemore efﬁcient than onemode squeezing. In all cases, the resonance condition
Ω≈ωn+ωlhas to be fulﬁlled to create phonons. Only takingmulti-mode squeezing into account, the
evolution of the creation and annihilation operators can be represented as =ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( )†b t S t b S tj T j T using the two-
mode squeeze operator
å= - - -
<
- - -
W
W
W W W
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( ) ( )( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )† †S t r t b b b bexp 1 . 63T
l n
n
l n l l n l l n l
2
,
Let us assume that the system starts in an initial displaced squeezed state a x ñ∣ ,n n,0 with n<nΩ. Only taking
multi-mode squeezing into account, we obtain the state a x ñ( )∣S t ,T n n,0 .We have
= + -- - -W W W W( ) ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( )†
†
S t b S t r t b r t bcosh 1 sinh , 64T n T n n n n n n n n n n, ,
= + -- - - -W W W W W( ) ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( )† †S t b S t r t b r t bcosh 1 sinh 65T n n T n n n n n n n n n n, ,
and the total average number of phonons inmode n and nΩ−n becomes
= + + = +- - -W W W¯ ¯ ( ¯ ) ( ) ¯ ( ¯ ) ( ) ( )N N N r N N r1 sinh and 1 sinh , 66n n n n n n n n n n n n,0 ,0 2 , ,0 2 ,
respectively, where = +¯ ¯ ¯N N Nn n n,0 ,s,0 ,c,0 is the total number of phonons in the initial state, =¯ ( )N rsinhn n,s,0 2 ,0
and a=¯ ∣ ∣Nn n,c,0 2. Calculating the expectation value of the quadrature
a x a xá - ñ- -W W∣ ( ) ( ) ( )∣† †S t b b S t, ,n n T n n n n T n n,0 i2 ,0 , we obtain the average number of phonons that contribute to
themeanﬁeld inmode nΩ−n as =- -W W¯ ¯ ( )N N rsinhn n n n n n,c ,c,0 2 , . For <-Wr 1n n n, , we ﬁnd
»- -W W¯ ¯N N rn n n n n n,c ,c,0 ,2 .With the explicit expression for -Wrn n n, , we can compare this result to the driving of
mode n through themode coupling discussed in section 3. From equation (40), wherewe replace n by -Wn n
and l by n, we recover =- -W W¯ ¯N N rn n n n n n,c ,c,0 ,2 .
7.4.Modemixing
The last term in the exponent of the time evolution operator in equation (57) leads tomodemixing, which
partially corresponds to themode coupling process; the second termon the right-hand side of equation (16).
The amplitude is the same as for the two-mode squeezing and the process will be efﬁcient for highmode
numbers n and lwhen n−l is small.When only themodemixing is taken into account and only resonant
processes are considered, the time evolution can be described by a beam splitting operation =( ) ( ) ( )†b t B t b B tj j ,
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where
å= - Q -
>
- - - -
W
W
W W W
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )† †B t t b b b bexp 1 . 67
l n
l n
l l n l l n l n l
2
,
This operator couples allmodes with a distance nΩ. Thismeans, that we obtain nΩ−1 systems of coupled
modes9. Starting with a displaced squeezed initial state a x ñ∣ ,n n,0 for a single-mode n and assuming thatQ  W ( )t 1n n n, , we ﬁnd that
a x a x= á ñ » - Q + Q- +W W¯ ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ¯ ( ( )) ( )†N b t b t N, , 1 2 , 68n n n n n n n n n n n n n n,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,2
where = +¯ ¯ ¯N N Nn n n,0 ,s,0 ,c,0 is the total number of phonons in the initial state.
7.5.QuantumCramér–Rao bound
Fromour analysis abovewe see that higher creation rates of phonons are obtained for initially excited states.
From the created phonons the gravitational ﬁeld amplitudes aΩ and WG can be inferred. Therefore, optimal
precision for themeasurement of the gravitational ﬁeld via the creation of phonons is obtained for excited states,
whichwe can call probe states. The estimation via the squeezing effect represented byMnn andMln is sometimes
called a squeezing channel. The estimation via themodemixing represented byAln andBln is called amode
mixing channel. It was shown in [45] that the optimal estimation of a parameter via either of the two channels is
obtained for a probe statewhere all particles are squeezed particles. Here, optimalmeans highest precision per
phonon in the probe state. In the following, wewill give this optimal precision in terms of the quantumCramér–
Rao bound, which gives an upper limit for the precision of the estimation of a parameter via an estimation
channel for a speciﬁc initial state for all possiblemeasurements.We obtain the limit for the absolute precision for
ameasurement of the driving parameter  Î W W{ }Ga , as


D # ( )I
1
, 69CR
rep
where#rep is the number of consecutive independentmeasurements and Iò is the quantumFisher information
for the driving parameter ò.
Let us assume that we start with two non-entangledmodes each in a squeezed probe state with squeezing
parameters r0,1 and r0,2. The quantumFisher information for the optimal estimation of the driving parameter ò
via the two-mode squeezing channel is given as  d= +( ( ) ( ) )I N r t2 2 1s,0 2 for r0,1=r0,2, where
d =( ) ∣ ∣r t M t2 n n1 2 and = +N r rsinh sinhs,0 2 0,1 2 0,2 is the initial number of squeezed phonons [45]. The
quantumFisher information for the optimal estimation via themodemixing channel is
 = +( )( ∣ ∣ ( ))I N N A t4 2 2s s n n,0 ,0 21 2 [45]. Both expressions correspond to theHeisenberg limit and represent
an upper bound for the achievable sensitivity if the probe state is set up as described above.
In the next section, wewill investigate the sensitivity for the estimation of acceleration and gravity gradient
for examples of experimental parameters.
8. Experimental parameters andmeasurement sensitivity
In this section, we give necessary experimental parameters for themeasurement of the gravitational ﬁeld of an
oscillatingmass via phonon creation in a BEC. To provide an example, let us consider rubidiumBECs and
ytterbiumBECs. For Rb-87, we have an interaction constant of l » ´ -1.3 10 mRb 7 (calculated from the
measured scattering length ascatt=λ/8π≈98a0 reported in [46], where a0 is the Bohr radius). Themass of a
Rb-87 atom is 1.44×10−25 kg. The scattering length of Yb-168 can be found in [47] and leads to a interaction
constant of approximatelyλYb=3.35×10
−7. Themass of a Yb-168 atom is 2.79×10−25 kg. In the following,
wewill assume that the cross section of the BEC in the y–z-plane is circular.
The experimental time texp is limited by the half-life of the BEC and the half-life of the phonons.We assume
that the half-life of the phonons, which is proportional to the inverse damping rate, ismuch larger than the half-
life of the BEC.Weﬁnd that this assumption ismet for the experimental parameters chosen. Therefore, the half-
life is the only limit for texp in the following consideration. In section 5.4 of [24] and in [48, 49] it is shown that
r r= -( ) ( )t t D td d 3, whereD is the decay constant. This implies a quadratic dependence of the half-life on the
inverse density.More precisely r= ( )t D3 2hl 2 . For example, in an experiment with rubidium atoms [50], the
corresponding decay constant was found to be 1.8×10−29 cm6 s−1. In an experiment [51]with ytterbium an
even smaller decay constant of 4×10−30 cm6 s−1 was found. Therefore, we assume that the density is less or
9
These systems of coupledmodes can be seen as quantumMarkov chains that are inﬁnite on one side.B(t) gives rise to the time evolution of
an initial state on thisMarkov chain. The beam splitter operation is a completely positivemap [43] andMarkov chains can be understood as
completely positivemaps between sites of a graph [44]. Here we have a one-dimensional undirected graphwith one end.
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equal to 1013 cm−3 in order to achieve a half-life of at least thl=100 s. This allows the assumption that the
number of atoms can be considered to be constant during a single run of the experiment for an interaction time
of texp=10 s. Aswe discussed in section 4, the decay of the BEC leads to a damping of the phonons inside the
BEC,with a value for the damping rate g loss that approximatelymatches the value of the BECdecay rate. From
the discussion above, we ﬁnd that γloss≈10−2 s−1 is a conservative assumption. For all the experimental
parameters that wewill consider in the following, weﬁnd that the Landau damping rate gnL is of the order of- -10 s3 1 andBeliaev damping is signiﬁcantly smaller. Therefore, the total phonon damping rate is dominated by
the atom loss, we can set γn=γ
loss, andwe obtain g-  tn 1 exp.We assume that
 p pW ´ = ´t2 5 2 0.5 Hzexp , whichmeans that at least about 5 cycles of the driving oscillation elapse
during one run of the experiment. To fulﬁll the condition kB T= μ, we consider a temperature of 1 nK. In a
uniformBEC this leads to a relative depletion10 of the density of atoms in the ground state of the order of 10−4.
Accordingly, less than - N10 a3 atoms are in thermally excited states. The back action of these atoms on the
condensate leads to a stationary deformation of the order parameter and the number of phonons created due to
the oscillating gravitational ﬁeld is changed slightly. Hence, thermal depletion is a small effect for the parameters
considered in this article that can be neglected.
8.1. Phonon creation due to direct driving
In the following, wewant toﬁnd experimental parameters that allow for the detection of gravitational
acceleration bymeasurement of phonons created via direct driving. To achieve themaximal creation rate, the
mode number n has to be as small as possible. Therefore, we consider n=1 for the creation of phonons by
direct driving due to the oscillating acceleration. From the expression for the frequencyωn=c0kn and the
deﬁnition of the speed of sound in equation (7), we ﬁnd
p
w
lr= ( )L
m 2
. 70
1
0
The resonance condition isω1=Ω andwe assumed thatΩ2π×0.5 Hz. This condition is fulﬁlled if we
choose L=200 μm,which corresponds toω1=2π×1.5 Hz for rubidium andω1=2π×1.2 Hz for
ytterbium.
For a successful detection, we need the signal to noise ratio = Dw wa aSNR totn n to bemuch larger than one,
whereD wa totn is the variance of the ﬂuctuations of themeasurement signal. Let us assume that the length L and the
transversal cross section of the BEC can be speciﬁedwith high precision.Weﬁnd threemain sources of
ﬂuctuations that contribute toD wa totn : the precision of detectionDNn,det for the number of phonons in amode,
theﬂuctuations of the number of thermal phonons in the BECDNn,th and theﬂuctuations of the number of
atoms in the BECΔNa. The number of created phonons can be inferred from the number of detected phonons
by subtracting the number of thermal phonons; = -N N Nn cr, n,det n,th. Inverting equation (34), weﬁnd by
Gaussian error propagation
 » # D + D + D
-⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟¯ ( ) ¯ ( )N N N N N
1
4
1
16
, 71
n cr a
aSNR,n rep
,
2 n,th
2
n,det
2
2
2
1 2
where#rep is the number of repetitions of the experiment and = g-¯ ¯N Nn cr n t, ,c, n 1 is the average number of
created phonons inmode n. Note thatNa enters the right-hand side of equation (34)directly and through ζ
which leads to the factor 1/16 in front ofDNa2 in equation (71). In state of the art experiments [52], the
temperature of the BEC varies by about 20%between two runs.We assume that the temperature is about 1 nK,
which implies that kBT?ÿωn. Hence, the Bose–Einstein statistics tells us that the value for the variance of the
number of thermal phonons is approximately equivalent to the value for the average number of phonons.We
ﬁndD ~¯N N 1n,th n,th , where w=¯ ( )N k TB nn,th is the average number of thermal phonons inmode n. For the
detection errorwe assume single phonon sensitivity independently of themode number, i.e.D =N 1n,det .We
will discuss possibilities of a detection process in section 9. Furthermore, we assume that the number of atoms
varies by about 10%between two experiments, whichmeansD ~¯N N 0.1a a . Since each experiment takes about
10 s, we can consider a number of repetitions of# = 10rep 4, which corresponds to two days of consecutive
measurements. For example forω1∼2π×1 Hz, we obtain that ~N¯ 20n,th . Then, the thermalﬂuctuations are
themain source ofﬂuctuations, andweﬁnd that the creation of a single phonon by the gravitational ﬁeldwould
be sufﬁcient to reach a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10. In the following, we assume = 10SNR,1 , andwe
give the experimental parameters necessary to achieve this goal. The necessary number of created phonons for
the detection process N¯n cr, can be used to give a lower bound for the number of atoms in the BECby using
equations (70) and (34), which leads to
10
For the depletion, we used the formula (4.50) in [23]: r r r r- = = = -( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )T T T m k T c0 0 12B0 0 0 2 0 3 , where ρ0(T) and
ρ0(T=0) are the density of atoms in the ground state at temperatureT andT=0, respectively.
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W
( ) ¯ ( )N n N
mt a
. 72a
n n cr
2
,
2 2
Equation (72) gives a lower bound becauseωn is bounded frombelow and all other parameters in equation (72)
can beﬁxed a priori:λ andm areﬁxed by choosing an atom species and the time is the experimental time texp.
Theﬁxed length and theﬁxed number of atoms can be used toﬁx the ratio between the transversal diameter
d and the length of the BEC.We obtain
pr= ( )
d
L
N
L
2 . 73a
0
3
The density should be as large as possible in order to keep d small. Therefore, wematch the upper bound for the
density given above and set ρ=1013 cm−3.
Inﬁgure 2, a table can be found inwhich some example values for experimental parameters are listed that
could be used for the detection of the gravitational ﬁeld of an oscillating gold or tungsten sphere ofmassM for
the two cases ofM=200 g andM=0.2 g. Values for the parameters are given for both a rubidium and an
ytterbiumBEC. For a sourcemass of 200 g, we ﬁnd that the phonon creation should be observable with state of
the art technology. In the case of ytterbium, the number of phonons forwhich themode coupling becomes
signiﬁcant is smaller than the number of created phonons. This suggests that a regime can be reached inwhich
mode coupling and parametric drivingmay supply an alternative detection scheme.Wewill investigate this
possibility in the next subsection. If we repeat the above calculations for the creation of phonons due to the
oscillating gravity gradient, weﬁnd that wewould need about 1010 atoms for the detection using the direct
driving process. This is experimentally out of reach at themoment.Mode coupling and parametric drivingwill
bemuchmore efﬁcient for gradiometry.
8.2. Phonon creation due to squeezing
In section 7, we discussed the creation of coherent phonons in an initial coherent state and the creation of
additional squeezed phonons in an initial squeezed state due to the squeezing processes. Theﬁrst situation
corresponds to the creation of phonons in themeanﬁeld due to the parametric driving of the BECby the
oscillating gravitational ﬁeld discussed in section 6.We found that the total average number of phonons that are
created on resonance in themode n bymulti-mode squeezing is given as d= = -W¯ ¯ ¯N N N rn cr n n n n n, ,0 ,2 for
= <- -W W∣ ∣r M t2 1n n n n n n, , , where N¯n,0was the initial number of phonons (squeezed plus coherent) inmode n
and nΩ=Ω L/(π c0) is an integer sincewe consider resonant driving.
The amplitude -W∣ ∣Mn n n, can bemaximized by choosing L large and - -W W∣ ( ) ∣n n n n n, ,2 2 and ζ as small
as possible. In contrast to the direct driving, the number of atoms in the BECdoes not appear in the number of
created phonons due to squeezing. Since z lr= 1 0 , the healing length can beminimized by choosing for a
density of ρ0=10
13 cm−3, whichwe identiﬁed as themaximumwhen an experimental time of at least 10 s is to
be obtained.Note that only gravitational acceleration contributes for nΩ odd and only the gravity gradient
contributes for nΩ even.We canminimize - -W∣ ( ) ∣n n n2 2 by choosing n=(nΩ+1)/2 if nΩ is odd and
n=nΩ/2+1 if nΩ is even.We consider n=2 and nΩ=3 for themeasurement of the acceleration and n=3
and nΩ=4 for themeasurement of the gravity gradient in the following. For the detection of the oscillating
acceleration, weﬁx the length of the BEC to m=L 200 m. For the detection of the oscillating gravity gradient,
we have to increase the length to obtainmore realistic values for the other experimental parameters; we
consider m=L 500 m.
Figure 2.COHERENT/DIRECTDRIVING: this table shows some generic values for the experimental parameters necessary to detect
phonons in a BEC created by direct driving due to the oscillating gravitational acceleration of amplitude aΩ induced by a small
oscillating sphere ofmassMwith a signal to noise ratio of the order 10. It is assumed that the density of the BEC is r = -10 cm13 3, the
length of the uniform trap potential well is m=L 200 m, the temperature of the BEC isT=1 nK and themeasurement precision is of
the order of a single phonon. The interaction time for each experiment is assumed to be texp=10 s. In each case, about 10
4 repetitions
of the experiment are considered. Under these conditions, theminimal distanceRmin to the BEC, the oscillation amplitude δR, the
frequency of the drivingΩ/2π, the number of atomsNa in the BEC, the ratio of length of the BEC and healing length L/ζ and the ratio
of the length and the diameter d/L of the trap potential are given. Additionally, the table shows the average number of created
phonons, the value for the number of phonons at which the inter-mode coupling becomes signiﬁcant N2
lim,1 and the average number
of thermal phonons.
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Now,we can calculate the number of initial phonons N¯n,0 that are necessary to create N¯n cr, phonons on
average in a single experiment, whichwe need to achieve a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10 after 104
repetitions of the experiment.Weﬁnd
=
- W
¯ ¯ ( )N N
r
. 74n
n cr
n n n
,0
,
,
2
The relation between the signal to noise ratio and N¯n cr, can be derived from equation (40) as
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which differs from equation (71) by a different proportionality toΔNa and the additional contribution of the
ﬂuctuation of the number of initial coherent phononsDNl,c,0. Let us assume thatDNl,c,0 is about one per cent of
the total number of initial phonons Nl,c,0. Then, the thermal ﬂuctuations are again themost signiﬁcant source of
uncertainty.
Below equation (28), we identiﬁed the condition  pz-¯ ( )N n N L10 2 2n a,c 2 in order to keep the phase
perturbationf0.1. The same condition applies to squeezed phonons since the variance of the perturbation
must be a perturbation to justify the approximationswe used to derive the results presented in this article. By
setting =¯ ¯N Nn n,0 ,c, we obtain for theminimumnumber of atoms
pz=
¯
( )N LN
n
10
2 2
. 76a
nmin 2 ,0
The results for the above parameters are presented in the table inﬁgure 3.
Additionally tomulti-mode squeezing, we can also consider the utility of single-mode squeezing for the
detection of the gravitational ﬁeld of the oscillatingmass. From equation (54), we see that single-mode squeezing
can only be induced by an oscillating gravity gradient. The resulting parameters for single-mode squeezing can
be found inﬁgure 4.We see that single-mode squeezing gives better parameters thanmulti-mode squeezing for
themeasurement of the gravity gradient. This is because, for small W ( )r tn 2 and -W ( )r tn n n, , the number of created
phonons is directly proportional to W ( )r tn 2 for single-mode squeezing, while it is proportional to the square of
-W ( )r tn n n, formulti-mode squeezing. For small wave numbers n and W W ( )n r t, n 2 and -W ( )r tn n n, are
approximately of the same order.
8.3.Measurement viamodemixing
The remaining channel that can be used for ameasurement ismodemixing; phonons in onemodewill be
transferred to anothermode due to the oscillating gravitational ﬁeld. Since themode frequencies are equidistant,
if there is a driving frequency w wW = -n n2 1, there is a resonance for w w= + W+ ln nl2 2 and w w= + W+ ln nl1 1 .
Therefore, phonons that are transferred to a highermode from an initially excitedmodewill not stay in that
mode butwill be transferred up thewhole cascade of resonantmodes.Hence, starting from an excited state in
Figure 3.TWO-MODE SQUEEZING: these tables show some generic values for the experimental parameters necessary to detect the
phonons in a BEC created by two-mode squeezing due to the oscillating gravitational acceleration of amplitude aΩ and the oscillating
gravity gradient of amplitude WG induced by small oscillating sphere ofmassMwith a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10. It is
assumed that the density of the BEC is r = -10 cm13 3, the temperature of the BEC isT=1 nK and themeasurement precision is of
the order of a single phonon. Furthermore, the length of the uniform trap potential well is L=200 μmfor the consideration of aΩ
and m=L 500 m for the consideration of WG . The interaction time for each experiment is assumed to be texp=10 s. In each case,
about 104 repetitions of the experiment are considered. Under these conditions, theminimal distanceRmin to the BEC, the oscillation
amplitude δR, the frequency of the drivingΩ/2π and theminimal number of atoms Na
min in the BEC are given. Additionally, the
tables show the values for the squeezing parameter r1,2 and r1,3, the average number of created phononsN2,cr andN3,cr, the necessary
number of initial phonons N¯2,0 and N¯3,0 and the average number of thermal phonons.
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onemode, we couldmeasure the decrease of the number of phonons in thismode or the increase of the total
number of phonons in allmodes.
From the amplitude in equation (54), we see that we can apply the same arguments as for themulti-mode
squeezing, the only difference being that we consider the twomodes n and - Wn n . If we consider n=3 and
nΩ=1 formeasurement of the gravitational acceleration, we obtain less favorable experimental parameters
than those in the table inﬁgure 3 above. If we consider n=3, nΩ=2 for themeasurement of the gravity
gradient, we recover the same parameters as in the table inﬁgure 3with the exception of the driving frequency
which is decreased.
8.4.QuantumCramér–Rao bound
Wecan obtain an upper bound for the sensitivity of themeasurement of oscillating gravitational ﬁelds using
phonons in BECs by considering the quantumCramér–Rao bound that we introduced in equation (69).
Consideringmulti-mode squeezing, the experimental parameters given inﬁgure 3 and about 1000 initial
squeezed phonons, we obtain an absolute error bound of the order of - -10 m s13 2 ( m=L 200 m) for the
measurement of acceleration and - -10 s10 2 ( m=L 500 m) for themeasurement of the gravity gradient.
Comparingwith the table inﬁgure 3, weﬁnd that we could, in principle,measure the gravitational ﬁeld of a
200 mgmasswith a relative precision of 10−4.
9. Conclusions and discussions
The necessary experimental parameters for themeasurement of the gravitational ﬁeld of an oscillating sphere of
massM=200 g due to the direct driving of phononmodes in a BECwith a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10
seem to be ambitious but not inaccessible (see theﬁrst table inﬁgure 2 for details). State of the art experiments
with ultracold rubidiumBECs (at about 1 nK) use a number of atoms of the order of 105 [1, 21, 53, 54] and atom
numbers of the order of 106 are planned for a new generation of experiments [55–57]. In section 8, we argued
that the interaction time for a single experiment of the order of 10s can be achieved by choosing a low atom
density of the order of 1013 cm−3. The parameters for the case ofM=0.2 mg are out of range of state of the art
experiments; the number of 108 atoms necessary to achieve detection, with a signal to noise ratio of 10, is not
obtainable. Nevertheless, this parametersmay be achievable in the future.
Besides phonon creation due to direct driving, we investigated phonon creation due to parametric driving
resulting in squeezing andmodemixing. This drivingmechanism turns out to be of advantage when the phonon
modes are initially in an excited state. Such initial excitationsmay be created by adding an oscillating external
electromagnetic linear or harmonic potential to the already existing BEC trap potential. Then, phononswould
be created by themechanisms that we consider here for themeasurement process. For example, this could be the
direct driving or parametric driving from the vacuum,where the latter is equivalent to the dynamical Casimir
effect in Bose–Einstein condensates [42]. See also [58], where parametric ampliﬁcation of excitations of phonons
modes due to amodulation of the transverse trapping frequency of a BEC is discussed in detail.
We gave necessary experimental parameters for themeasurement of the gravitational ﬁeld of an oscillating
massive sphere using parametric driving inﬁgure 3. Firstly, it is interesting to note that our theoretical
considerations predict that ytterbiumwould performmuch better than rubidium. Secondly, even for a few
initial phonons, the parametric drivingmechanism ismore efﬁcient than the direct driving as a lot less atoms are
needed in the BEC to achieve a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10. This is particularly useful for the
measurement of the gravitational ﬁeld of smallermasses; the acceleration due to a sphere of 200 mg can be
Figure 4. SINGLE-MODE SQUEEZING: this table shows some generic values for the experimental parameters necessary to detect
phonons in a BEC created by single-mode squeezing due to the oscillating gravity gradient of amplitude WG induced by a small
oscillating sphere ofmassMwith a signal to noise ratio of the order of 10. It is assumed that the density of the BEC is ρ=1013 cm−3,
the temperature of the BEC isT=1 nK and themeasurement precision is of the order of a single phonon. Furthermore, the length of
the uniform trap potential well is m=L 500 m. The interaction time for the experiments is assumed to be texp=10 s and about 104
repetitions of the experiment are considered. Under these conditions, theminimal distanceRmin to the BEC, the oscillation amplitude
δR, the frequency of the drivingΩ/2π and theminimal number of atoms Na
min in the BEC are given. Additionally, the tables show the
values for the squeezing parameter r1, the average number of created phononsN1,cr, the necessary number of initial phonons N¯1,0 and
the average number of thermal phonons.
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measuredwith 106 atomswhen the initial state contains about 100 coherent phonons. Themeasurement of the
gravity gradient of small spheres withmasses of the order of 200 g or less using direct driving is completely out of
reach.However, it can be achievedwith parametric drivingwith a BEC consisting of about 106 atoms and
10–100 initial phonons. In this article, we assumed that the BEC is alwaysmuch smaller than the distance
between its center and the center of the sourcemass. It would be interesting to relax this condition in a future
investigation.On the one hand, decreasing the distance between the source and the BECbeyond that limitmay
lead to further improvement in themeasurement sensitivity. On the other hand,measurements close to the
surface of smallmassesmay allow for experiments to search for hypothetical ﬁfth forces or tomeasure Casimir–
Polder forces. Finally, we calculated the quantumCramér–Rao bound for themeasurement precision
considering the same experimental parameters. Hence, there seems to be a lot of potential for improvement by
taking the insights of quantummetrology into account. This potentialmay become accessible through
measurement schemes other than just the direct counting of created phonons such as, for example, a homodyne
measurement of phononmodes.
In the this article, we assumed that themeasurement technique employed reaches single phonon sensitivity.
We are optimistic that single phonon sensitivity can be achieved in the near future if research effort ismade in
this direction. In particular, it seems that a precision of tens of phonons is achieved in experiments like the ones
presented in [59, 60]. Single phonon sensitivitymay be achievable as experimental procedures evolve. There is a
variety of possibilities tomeasure phonons in BECs, some of themmay, in the future, give a precision high
enough for our purposes. In particular, one can either try tomeasure the phase or one can try tomeasure the
density, which are conjugate variables and contain the same information. An interesting approach formeasuring
the phase is presented in [61]. It is denoted as ‘heterodyne detection’ by the authors: after themodes are excited,
the trap potential is switched off and the BEC starts to expand and fall freely. During the expansion the energy
contained in the phonons is transformed into the kinetic energy of atoms. These free particles interfere with the
atoms in the ground state. The interference fringes contain the information about the phonons. Numerical
simulations and an approximate analytical derivation for this process are given in [62].
Another option for a detection schemewould be time ofﬂightmeasurements, where phonons aremapped to
horizontal atomicmomenta and, after a certain time of vertical free fall in the gravitational ﬁeld of the Earth, the
momenta can be read from the horizontal position of the atoms. A third option for themeasurement of phonons
in BECswould be direct light phonon couplings. For example in [63], stroboscopicmeasurements of phonon
modeswere considered for the creation of squeezing and entanglement of phononmodes. In [64, 65]non-
destructive phase-contrast imagingwas used to observe the bulk perturbations of a BEC. Finally, a fourth option
for themeasurement of phononswould be the coupling to atomic quantumdots submersed in the BEC [66]. It
would be very interesting if experiments could be performed to investigate the sensitivity of different
measurement schemes for phonons. Aﬁrst step towards an experimental realization of our proposal could be
experiments using one of the above techniques to simplymeasure the thermal spectrumof phonons in a BEC
with high precision. A second step could be to create phonons in the BECby Bragg scattering of laser pulses or by
periodicmodulations of the trapping potential and try tomeasure themon top of the thermal spectrum. In a last
step, the interactionwith an oscillating sourcemass can be implemented.
Additional noise sources that we did not discuss in themain part of this article areNewtonian and seismic
noise that give rise to acceleration noise a xnoise. TheNewtonian noise also introduces a noise term into the gravity
gradient, whichwe assume to be negligible since the sources of gravity gradient noise will be far away in
comparison to the extension of the BEC, whichmeans that the gravity gradient noise will be highly suppressed in
comparison to the gravitational acceleration noise11 . A generic example of the square root of the displacement
spectral density, Sx
1 2, in amodern laboratory environment close to trafﬁc is shown inﬁgure 3.3 of Tobias
Westphal’s PhDThesis [67] for the case of the physics department of the university ofHannover. The square
root of the displacement spectral density Sx
1 2 for 1 Hz is of the order - -10 m Hz7 1 2 12 .We can assume that the
laboratory structure is not driven resonantly in this frequency range and that damping can be neglected. Then,
the susceptibility can be approximated as 1/ω2, andwe ﬁnd an acceleration spectral density of about
w= ~ - - -S S 10 m s Hza x1 2 2 1 2 6 2 1 2x atω=2π×1 Hz. After texp=10 s and# ~ 10rep 4, this leads to
w = # ~ - -( )a S t 10 m samin 1 1 2 int rep 8 2x . Hence, theNewtonian and seismic noise background has to be
lower by only about one order ofmagnitude to get below the order of the gravitational acceleration due to a 200 g
sourcemass. For the case ofM=200 mg, theNewtonian and seismic noise have to suppressed by two orders.
Both situations should be achievable by choosing a quieter environment, e.g. a site underground far from
human induced noise, and a vibration isolation chain [68]. As an example, advanced LIGO is engineered to
achieve noise levels at themirrors of about ´ - -5 10 m Hz19 1 2 [69] for frequencies above 10 Hz, whichwould
11
This is a clear advantage ofmeasurements of the gravity gradient of small objects besides the property that the gravity gradient of a sphere
close to its surface is independent of its radius and only depends on itsmass.
12
Actually, there is a dip slightly below 1 Hz, which the experimental parametersmay be tuned into to lower the seismic noise background.
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bemore than sufﬁcient tomake the acceleration noise negligible in comparison to the gravitational acceleration
induced by the sourcemass. In particular, vibration isolation chains have to be included in any case since the
source and the detectormust not be coupled signiﬁcantly through the devices holding them at their respective
positions.
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AppendixA. The perturbations due the stationary part of the gravitational potential
Let usﬁnd solutions of equations (10) and (11)when only the time-independent part of the gravitational
potential is considered.We call these solutionsαc andfc andwe only consider terms ofﬁrst order inαc,fc and
the gravitational potential. Then, we have to set a =˙ 0c in equation (11), andwe ﬁnd that f =¢¢ 0c inside the
trap and thatfc has to vanish at the potential walls. Therefore, it follows from f =¢¢ 0c that f ¢c has to vanish
everywhere andfc=fc(t). From equation (10), weﬁnd that a ¢c has to vanish at the boundaries. Only one
equation remains for the stationary density perturbation inside the trap
 

f a lr a- = - + + F¢¢˙ ( )
m m
m
2
. A1c c 0
c c
Since the right-hand side of equation (A1) is time-independent, f˙c must be a constant.We deﬁne the
perturbation of the chemical potential dm f-≔ ˙c c. Using again the Thomas–Fermi approximation, we neglect
the kinetic energy term in equation (A1) everywhere up to a small region at the boundary of length ζ. Then, we
obtain



dm lr a= + F ( )
m
m
. A2
c
0
c c
which leads to
a dm» - F +( ) ( )
mc
m
1
2
, A3c
0
2
c c
up to a region of length ζ at the boundaries of the trap potential. Additionally,αc has to fulﬁll the condition
ò a =- xd 0L
L
2
2 c since the total number of atoms  ò r a» +- ( )N xd 1 2L
L
2
2
0
c is conserved.We obtain the
expression for the perturbation of the chemical potential
ò òdm = F = F + + = F +- -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )G G
m
L
x x
m
L
x a x
x
m
m
Ld d
2 24
, A4
L
L
L
L
c c c c cc
2
2
c
2
2
0
2
0
2
andﬁnally
a » - + -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
G
c
a x L x
1
2 2
1
12
, A5c
c
c
0
2
2 2
up to a small region close to the boundary inwhich a cannot be neglected and enables a¢ = 0 to vanish at the
boundary
Now,we have to check if the equations (10) and (11) are still approximately correct if we replace r0 by
r r a= +˜ ( )1 c0 0 .We assume that the number of atoms in the BEC is of the order 4×106, the length of the
BEC is m=L 300 m and its density is r » -10 cm0 13 3. For a Rb87 -BECwe have a self-interaction constant
l » -10 m7 . If we assume an average distanceRmin of 1 mmbetween the center of the trapping potential and the
center of a 200 g tungsten/goldmass, weﬁnd that a∣ ∣c has itsmaximumof the order of 10−6 at x=±L/2. The
perturbation of the time derivative of the phase f dm= -˙ c can be comparedwith q m= -˙0 .We ﬁnd that
f q ~ -˙ ˙ 10c 0 8. Therefore, all terms proportional toα candf c that can appear in equations (10) and (11) are
negligible, andwe are justiﬁed to treat the effect of the sinusoidally time-dependent terms inΦ independently of
α c andf c.
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Appendix B. Phenomenological treatment of dissipation
The basic idea of the phenomenological treatment of dissipation presented in [26, 27] is that there exists an
equilibrium stateψ0 that fulﬁlls the undamped, time-independent GP equation
 my y y l y y= = - ¶ + +[∣ ∣ ] ( ∣ ∣ )m m V2 20 0 2 0 2 12 2 0 2 0 for a given chemical potentialμ. Therefore, the
time evolution operator for the damped systemout of equilibriumhas to vanish identically on this state. This
operator is derived by removing the chemical potential from the differential operator y[∣ ∣ ]0 2 andmultiplying
the resulting differential operatorwith the factor (1+iΛ), whereΛ is the damping constant. Then, the resulting
non-unitary differential operator vanishes on the equilibrium state as wanted.
From theGP equation, we obtain the time-independent GP equationwhen iÿ∂t is replaced byμ. The
equilibrium state is the initial state y r= qe0 0 i 0, whichwe introduced in section 3 forV=0, andwe obtain the
chemical potential m lr= m22 0 . Through the substitutions  m= -˜ and y y= m˜ e ti , where
μt/ÿ=−θ0, and themultiplication of ˜ with (1+iΛ)we arrive at the damped equation. Now,we introduce
the external potentialV=Φ that drives the system andweﬁnd the damped, driven equation
 y y y y¶ = + L +˜ ( ) ˜ [∣ ˜ ∣ ] ˜ ˜Vi 1 it 2 . For very smallΛ, multiplying ˜ with (1+iΛ) is equivalent tomultiplying
the time derivative iÿ∂t andVwith (1−iΛ)which gives
 y y y y- L ¶ = + - L( ) ˜ ˜ [∣ ˜ ∣ ] ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )Vi 1 i 1 i . B1t 2
Following the steps in section 3, we obtain equation (18) inﬁrst order inΛ.
AppendixC. The interactionHamiltonian
We start from theHamiltonian for a gas of interacting Bosons in an external potential ext [23]
 ò ò= Y -  + Y + Y Y YY⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† † †H x m g xd 2 2 d , C13
2
2
ext
3
where  l= ( )g m22 and it is assumed that Yˆ and Yˆ† vanish at the boundaries of integration.We split the
potential in a time-independent part and a time-dependent perturbation as   d= +ext 0ext ext such that
  ò ò òd= Y -  + Y + Y Y + Y Y YY⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† † † †H x m x g xd 2 d 2 d . C23
2
2
0ext ext
3
Weareworking in theHeisenberg picture, whereΨ is time-dependent and the states are constant.We assume
the equal time commutation relation of the ﬁeld operator and its complex conjugate
dY Y ¢ = - ¢[ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )] ( )†z t z t z z, , , and Y Y ¢ =[ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )]z t z t, , , 0. TheHamiltonian Hˆ governs the evolution of the
ﬁeld operator via theHeisenberg equation ofmotion - ¶ Y = Yˆ [ ˆ ˆ ]Hi ,t .
We deﬁne the normalized ground state wave function of the BEC y¯ ( )z0 as the solution of the stationary
Gross–Pitaevskii (PT) equation
  y y my-  + + =⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟∣ ¯ ∣ ¯ ¯ ( )m gN2 , C3a
2
2
0ext 0
2
0 0
whereμ is the chemical potential andNa is the number of atoms in the BEC ground state. Furthermore, we
deﬁne a variation of the chemical potential δμ(t) as the normalizedmoment
* *ò òdm y d y y y( ) ≔ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯t x xd d3 0 ext 0 3 0 0. Then, y y¢ ò dm- ¢ ¢¯ ≔ ¯ ( )e t t0 0 i dt0 solves the time-dependent GP equation
  dm y y y-  + + + ¢ = ¶ ¢⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ∣ ¯ ∣ ¯ ¯ ( )m t gN2 i . C4a t
2
2
0ext 0
2
0 0
Weconsider the expansion
   ò òJY = Y¢ = Y +m dm m dm- - ¢ ¢ - - ¢ ¢ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )) ( )( ) ( )z t z t z z t, , e , e C5t t t t t ti i d 0 i i d
t t
0 0
in theHeisenberg picture, where yY =ˆ ˆ ¯a0 0 0. Since the equal time commutation relations are the same for Y¢ˆ as
for Yˆ, weﬁnd that the time evolution of Y¢ˆ is governed by the grand canonical Hamiltonian
m dm¢ - +ˆ ≔ ˆ ( ) ˆH H N via theHeisenberg equation ofmotion - ¶ Y¢ = ¢ Y¢ˆ [ ˆ ˆ ]Hi ,t ,
where ò= Y¢ Y¢ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )†N t x z t z td , ,3 .
We assume that the state of the lowest energymode can be considered as a coherent state a ñ∣ 0 with
a x= ≕N 1 1a0 . Then a a añ = ñˆ ∣ ∣a0 0 0 0 and a a añ » ñˆ ∣ ∣†a0 0 0 0 , andwe can replace the operator Yˆ ( )z0
with the function a yY =( ) ¯ ( )z z0 0 0 . Using  x y xJY = + òm dm- - - ¢ ¢ˆ ( ) ( ¯ ( ) ˆ ( )) ( )z t z z t, , e t t t1 0 i i d
t
0 in Hˆ , we
canwrite
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**
*
* *
* * *
*
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


   
ò
ò
ò
ò ò
ò ò ò
ò ò ò
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x y y y
x J y y
J y J J y y J
x J Jy y J J x J J
x y d y x y d J J d y J d J
x m y y x dm y y x m y J J y
x dm y J J y m J J dm J J
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+ -  + + +
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† †
† † †
† †
†
† † †
H x
m
gN
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m
gN
x
m
gN
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gN
x x x
x x x
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d
2 2
d
2
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d
2
2
2
d d
2
d d d
d d d
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a
a
a
a
a
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2 3
0
2
2
0ext 0
2
0
1 3
2
2
0ext 0
2
0
3
2
2
0ext 0
2 2
0
2
0
2 2
1 3 2
0 0
2 2 3 2 2
2 3
0 ext 0
1 3
0 ext ext 0
3
ext
2 3
0 0
2 3
0 0
1 3
0 0
1 3
0 0
3 3
In the last three lines, we see the contribution of the time-dependent potential perturbation and m dm- +( )Nˆ .
Weﬁnd that the second term in the second last line and the ﬁrst term in the third last line cancel.With
equation (C3), theﬁrst line in equation (C6) gives the classical energy of the condensate, andwith the ﬁrst term
in the second last line of equation (C6), weﬁnd
ò y= = -ˆ ∣ ¯ ∣ ( )( ) ( )H E gN x2 d . C7a0 0
2
3
0
4
Againwith the stationaryGP equation (C3), the second line of equation (C6) becomes
òm J y= +ˆ ( ˆ ¯ ) ( )( ) †H N xd h.c. , C8a1 3 0
which cancels with the last term in the second last line of equation (C6). The third line of equation (C6) gives rise
to the BogoliubovHamiltonian.We combine the third line and the second term in the last line of equation (C6)
as
 òJ J m y J= -  + - +⎛⎝⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ˆ [ ˆ ] ≔ ˆ ∣ ¯ ∣ ˆ ( )
( ) ( ) †H x
m
gN: d
2
2 C9a
2 2 3
2
2
0ext 0
2
*J y y J+ + ⎞⎠⎟( ˆ ¯ ¯ ˆ ) ( )
†gN
2
: , C10a
2
0
2
0
2 2
where :: denotes the normal ordering, which leads to the omission of the constant vacuumenergy. Furthermore,
we combine the remaining terms of equation (C6) to the interactionHamiltonian
*
*

 
ò ò
ò ò
J x J Jy y J J x J J
x d dm y J J y J d dm J
= + +
+ - + + --
ˆ [ ˆ ] ≔ ( ˆ ˆ ¯ ¯ ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ˆ
( )( ¯ ˆ ˆ ¯ ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
† † †
† †
H gN x
gN
x
x x
d
2
d
d d . C11
a
a
int int
1 3 2
0 0
2 2 3 2 2
1 3
ext 0 0
3
ext
The split y J+¯ ( ) ˆ ( )N x xa 0 corresponds to the initial split at t0 before the interactionwith the external potential
is switched on. Therefore, we can assume that the ﬁeld operator Jˆ( )x only contains ladder operators of the
modes n>0 andwe canwrite
*åJ = +ˆ ( ) ( ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ) ( )†x u x b v x b , C12
n
n n n n
where d=[ ]†b b,n m nm and themode functions fulﬁll the stationary BDG equations
  w m y y= -  + - + +⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ∣ ¯ ∣ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )u x m gN u x gN v x2 2 , C13n n a n a n
2
2
0ext 0
2
0
2
*  w m y y- = -  + - + +⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ∣ ¯ ∣ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )v x m gN v x gN u x2 2 . C14n n a n a n
2
2
0ext 0
2
0
2
Furthermore, we assume that the solutions un and vn are ortho-normalized as
* *ò d- =( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )x u x u x v x v xd . C15n m n m nm3
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Weobtain for the normal ordered freeHamiltonian
å w=ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) †H b b .
n
n n n
2
AppendixD.Damping in three-dimensional box traps
In this appendix, we show that damping of phonons in a BEC in a uniformbox trap does not differ signiﬁcantly
fromphonon damping in a uniformBECwith periodic boundary conditions in the parameter range that we
consider in this article. From equations (37), (39) and (40) of [22], an explicit expression for the damping rate in
a BEC can be given as
åg p d w w w= - + -( )∣ ∣ ( ( )) ( )g f f A4 D1n
ij
i j ij
n
i j
2 0 0 2
0
 åp d w w w d w w w+ + + - - - + +( )(∣ ∣ ( ( )) ∣ ˜ ∣ ( ( )) ( )g f f B B2 1 , D2
ij
i j ij
n
i j ij
n
i j
2 0 0 2
0
2
0
where
* * * * * *ò f= + + + + +[ ( ) ( )] ( )A x u u u v v v u v u u v v u vd , D3ijn n i j i j i j n i j i j i j3 0
* * * * * * * * * * * *ò f= + + + + +[ ( ) ( )] ( )B x u u v v u u u v u v v u v vd , D4ijn n i j i j i j n i j i j i j3 0
ò f= + + + + +˜ [ ( ) ( )] ( )B x u u v v u v v v u v v u u vd . D5ijn n i j i j i j n i j i j i j3 0
where f r=0 0 and the indeces aremulti-component, i.e. = ( )i i i i, ,x y z and so on.We are considering
interaction times that are only a factor 5 larger than the inverse frequency of themodes under consideration in
this article. Therefore, the delta function in equation (D1) have to be replaced by a sinc-function as [25]


d w w w p w w w  =  ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ( )) ( ) ( )
t t
2
sinc
2
. D6n i j n i j
exp 2 exp
Thewidth of the sinc-function w w w+ +( ( ) )tsinc 2i jexp 0 is still small enough to justify that we can neglect the
third term in equation (D1). Let us assume that the BEC trap has a square cross section of edge length Ltr. In
analogy to the expressions for the phononmode functions for a BEC in a box in the x-direction given in
equation (50), we can solve the three-dimensional BDGequations in a box trap using themode functions
a= + + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )u k x L k y L k z Lcos 2 cos 2 cos 2 and D7n n n n ntr trx y z
b= + + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v k x L k y L k z Lcos 2 cos 2 cos 2 D8n n n n ntr trx y z
where a zw= +- -( ( ) ) ( )c LL4 2 1n n0 1 1 2 tr2 1 2, b zw= - -- -( ( ) ) ( )c LL4 2 1n n0 1 1 2 tr2 1 2,
p p= =k n L k n L,n x n ytr trx y , p=k n Ln zz and w = + +( )c k k kn n n n0 2 2 2 1 2x y z .We are interested in the
particular case where nx=0=ny. Then, weﬁnd for the remainingmoments in equation (D3)
= =¯ ¯ ( )A A M B B Mand , D9ijn ijn ijn ijn ijn ijn
where
d d d d d d d d d= + + + +- + -( )( )( ) ( )M D10ijn i j i j i j i j i j n i j n j i n, ,0 ,0 , ,0 ,0 , , ,x x x x y y y y z z z z z z z z z
and A¯ij
n and B¯ij
n can be approximated as


r w w w p w w w
p r w w w
» + - +¯ ( )
( )
( )A
g
LL g2
, D11ij
n n i j i j n
i j n
0
2 2 3
4
2 2
tr
2
0
3 2 1 2

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p r w w w
» - - - +¯ ( )
( )
( )B
g
LL g2
. D12ij
n n i j i j n
i j n
0
2 2 3
4
2 2
tr
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0
3 2 1 2
The sinc-functions in equation (D1) only deliver signiﬁcant contributions in combinationwithMnij when the
momentum relation agrees with the energy relation in the argument of the sinc-function. In otherwords
d d d d d d d= + + -¯ ( )( ) ( )A A and D13ijn ijn i j i j i j i j j i n, ,0 ,0 , ,0 ,0 ,x x x x y y y y z z z
d d d d d d d= + + +¯ ( )( ) ( )B B . D14ijn ijn i j i j i j i j i j n, ,0 ,0 , ,0 ,0 ,x x x x y y y y z z z
For nz of the order of 1, the relation iz+jz=nz in combinationwith ix=jx or iy=jywill lead to a value for
ωn−ωi−ωjmuch larger than thewidth of the sinc-function. Therefore, we canwrite
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d d d d d= +¯ ( )B B4 . D15ijn ijn i j i j i j n,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,x x y y z z z
Let us compare these results with the corresponding expressions for the uniformBECwith periodic boundary
conditions.We use the normalizedmode functions
a= ( )u k x k y k z
8
exp i exp i exp i and D16n
n
n n nx y z
b= ( )v k x k y k z
8
exp i exp i exp i , D17n
n
n n nx y z
where p p p= = =k n L k n L k n L2 , 2 , 2n x n y n ztr trx y z andαn andβn are deﬁned through k k,n nx y and knz as
above. For nx=0=ny, we obtain
d d d= -∣ ∣ ¯ ( )A A1
2
, D18ij
n
ij
n
j i j i j i n, , ,x x y y z z z
d d d d= =∣ ∣ ¯ ∣ ˜ ∣ ( )B B B1
2
and 0. D19ij
n
ij
n
j i j i ij
n
,0 ,0 ,0 ,0x x y y
Weﬁnd that the Landau damping rate for phonons in a BEC in a box potential is of the same order as the Landau
damping rate in a uniformBECwith periodic boundary conditions. For the Beliaev damping, we ﬁnd an increase
of about one order. Since Beliaev damping is strongly suppressed for our parameter range, we conclude thatwe
can use the expressions for the damping constants derived for periodic boundary conditions to describe the BEC
in a box potential.
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